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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel atomic force
microscope (AFM) and parallel robot integrated micro-force
measurement system whose objective is the measurement of
adhesion force between planar micro-objects. This paper is
mainly focused on the kinematics parameters estimation between
the objects to be measured, the parallel robot and the AFM
system in order to position both objects during measurement. A
substrate is placed on the end-platform of the parallel robot
system, on which three markers are utilized as the reference
information to the kinematics parameters estimation. The
markers are identified by the AFM scanning in order to identify
the kinematics parameters of the whole system. Based on the
classic Gauss-Newton algorithm, the position and orientation
can be solved. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed method
is demonstrated through the experiments on the prototype of the
micro-force measurement system. The parameters estimation
methodology outlined is generic and also can be extended to a
variety of applications in calibration of micro-robots.

platform, in which a 6 DOF high precision parallel robot
system is used as the object positioner, and an AFM system is
used simultaneously as the holder of the other object and
micro-force measurement device (shown in Fig. 1).
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I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH the recent advances in micro and nanotechnology,
the current commercial markets of 3D microelectronic
components and hybrid micro-electro-mechanical system
(MEMS) products have been growing rapidly. The size of the
dies used in 3D micro-system (die to die packaging) is always
reducing and reaching the critical size (typ. 100-200 µm)
where adhesion cannot be neglected compared to the weight.
Consequently a series of operations such as pick-and-place,
alignment, insertion, and release are disturbed by adhesion
and cannot currently be carried out automatically. One of the
main challenges for those operations is that the surface contact
between two objects always generates adhesion or interaction
force [1-3], which will influence the assembly precision and
even make it failure. So the study of interaction forces
between planar objects is significant for theory investigation
and actual applications. It is known that there are some classic
force models within the micro-scale [4-6] focused on simple
geometries (e.g. sphere/plan), but the study of planar object
interactions is still a hot research issue where experiments
require a 5 or 6 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) positioning. The
project NANOROL is based on the consideration above. Its
objective is to provide a generic micro-force measurement
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Fig. 1. The 3-D model of the micro-force measurement system –
NANOROL.

In order to position both objects relatively the kinematics
relationship between the measured object and the micro force
measurement system should be well estimated in advance.
However, it is very difficult to place the objects very precisely
on the robot end-platform or the AFM probe respectively. So
it is necessary to calibrate the position and orientation
between the AFM system and the robot system before the
actual measurement implementation. In this paper, the
transformation between the robot end-platform and the AFM
system will be estimated, which is very close to the classic
calibration of the hand-eye system. In robotics research, the
hand-eye calibration is a well known topic, in which a vision
sensor (eye) is utilized to calibrate the transformation between
the sensor and the end-effecter (hand) of the robot system. The
main work of hand-eye calibration is focused on how to solve
the unknown extrinsic parameter X in the homogeneous
equation AX = XB. Since the late 1980’s, there have been
numerous solutions proposed for hand-eye calibration [7-11].
More recently some new research is introduced to improve the
solution accuracy or calculation efficiency [12-16]. The vision
sensor used in a general hand-eye calibration is a
three-dimensional camera which can provide more
information during the calibration process. That means the
homogeneous matrix B can be derived directly using the
information from the camera. However, an AFM system, the
measurement device used in micro-force measurement project

can only provide one-dimensional signal or two-dimensional
signal (plus tilting deflection), which is only relative but not
absolute information. Some research provides case-by-case
ideas for parameter estimation or kinematics calibration on
micro-manipulation systems [17-18], but no generic method is
proposed in this field.
In this research, a substrate with reference markers is
adopted in the parameters estimation process, which is rigidly
mounted on the end-platform of the parallel robot. Via
scanning the reference markers by the AFM, the relative
position and orientation between the parallel robot system and
substrate can be formulated. We assume that the relative
position between the object placed on the substrate and the
marker can be determined before using for example SEM
microscopy. The method we proposed is experimentally
validated on the micro-force measurement system. The
methodology can be generalized to generic AFM-based
system for a variety of applications.

that a parallel robot system always provides virtual-axis
motion, so the coordinate system of the parallel robot is still
needed to be identified. In order to simplify the discussion, the
world frame is set to share the same coordinate system with
the robot frame when the parallel robot system is maintained
on its zero point with zero posture. So the transformation
between the robot system and the world frame TWR is easily
derived when the robot system changes its position and
orientation. The transformation matrix can be written
according the feedback information from the kinematics
software package provided by the robot vendor. So during the
estimation process the matrix TWR is a known one, which
depends on the motion of the robot system. The substrate with
the object is manually mounted on the end-platform of the
robot system and the AFM system is also fixed on a rigid
based with approximate relative location with respect to the
world frame. So the transformation matrices TRS and TWA are
needed to be precisely identified respectively.
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II. AFM-BASED CALIBRATION STRATEGY
A. Problem Description
Our goal is to measure the micro-force between the surfaces
of two micro-objects. One of the micro-objects is mounted on
the end-platform of parallel robot, and the other one is glued
on the probe of AFM. The parallel robot works as the
positioner of one micro-object, and the AFM works as the
holder of the other micro-object and also the micro-force
sensor. To perform this measurement, it is a prerequisite that
the two objects should be positioned very well. The
kinematics parameters estimation between the parallel robot
system and AFM system is consequently necessary.
Fig. 2 illustrates the coordinate systems defined in the
micro-force measurement system, the world frame (FW), the
robot frame (FR), the substrate frame (FS) and the AFM frame
(FA), which are assigned for the discussion. Concerning the
parameters estimation task, the transformations TWR (from FR
to FW), TRS (from FS to FR) and TWA (from FA to FW) need to
be identified respectively.
However, as aforementioned discussion, the AFM will be
used as a one-dimensional sensor and only can provide
relative measurement signal. So it is not trivial to determine
the kinematics transformations relationship via directly
measuring the motion of the end-platform when the robot
system changes the position and orientation for several times.
On the other hand, an extra sensor (for example a micro-vision
system) should be avoided being involved, which will make
the estimation process more complicated. So in the actual
implementation, only the AFM will be used in order to
simplify the whole process, and a standard substrate with
reference markers will be employed as a necessary
measurement accessory.
The parallel robot used in the project is a commercial
product, which can provide six DOFs motion. Since the robot
kinematics calibration is performed by the robot vendor and
the precision can be guaranteed, the parallel robot system
itself does not need to be calibrated. However, it is well known
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Fig. 2. The coordinate systems definition for the kinematics parameters
estimation.

B. Calibration Strategy
The homogeneous transformation from the substrate frame
to the robot frame is given by homogeneous matrix TRS or a
combination form of rotation matrix RRS and a translation
vector tRS .
T

If let vector ª¬θ x θ y θ z x y z º¼ be the relative
position and posture between the substrate frame and the robot
frame, the transformation matrix TRS can be expressed by:
ª cθ z cθ y cθ z s θ y s θ x − s θ z cθ x cθ z s θ y cθ x + s θ z s θ x x º
«sθ cθ sθ sθ sθ + cθ cθ sθ sθ cθ − cθ cθ y »
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where c(•) and s(•) is the operators of cosine and sine

respectively. So that means the homogeneous matrix TRS can
be determined via identifying the unknown parameters

ª¬θ x θ y θ z

x

y

T

z º¼ in the matrix.

The substrate (Fig. 3) used in the calibration, is fabricated
with four reference markers which are the corners of a square
hole. So each marker on the substrate can be expressed as a
vector in the substrate frame, for example, marker I, II and III
can be respectively expressed as.

PSMkI = [a / 2 b / 2 0]T
PSMkII = [− a / 2 b / 2 0]T
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PSMkIII = [− a / 2 − b / 2 0]T

Fig. 3. The sketch of the substrate used in the calibration implementation of
the micro force measurement system.

1) Estimation of RRS
Three markers on the substrate will contact the AFM probe
tip respectively, which is realized by AFM scanning the
corresponding corner on the substrate. During this process,
the parallel robot system should move linearly with fixed zero
orientation. When the specific marker is detected by the AFM,
the corresponding position vector of the parallel robot system
[ X i Yi Z i ]T should be recorded. Since robot system moves
with zero orientation, the transformation between robot frame
and world frame can be expressed as below when marker i (i=I,
II or III) is detected.
ª1 0 0 X i º
«0 1 0 Y »
i »
TWiR = «
«0 0 1 Z i »
«
»
¬0 0 0 1 ¼
The process of contact between the markers and the AFM
tip means that different points (reference markers) are sent to
the same point (AFM tip) in the world frame, which can be
formulated as below, where i=I, II or III.
PWAFM = PWMki = TWiR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMki
Here we reduce the dimension of vectors PWAFM and PWMki to
three dimensions via eliminating the last perspective element.
So for different three markers’ detection, the equation above
can be rewritten as a three-dimensional equation,
PWMki − PWMkj = TWiR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMki − TWjR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMkj = [0]3×1 (1)
where i, j = I, II or III and i ำ j. So two independent
three-dimensional equations can be formulated, which can be

rewritten as six algebraic equations. As discussion above,
TWiR is a known matrix, so in the six algebraic equations there
will be six unknown parameters which come from the
matrix TRS . However, when the equations (1) are expanded, it
will be found the three parameters of the translation are
eliminated and only three parameters of orientation are
involved in equations. That means three unknown parameter
should be solved from six independent equations, that is, a
typical redundant calculation problem, which will be
discussed in the following section. So, the rotation matrix
RRS is solved via the method adopted.
2) Estimation of tRS and tWA
Based on the solution of substrate orientation with respect
to the robot system, the translation vector tRS also can be
solved via the similar operations. During this process, the
three markers will be sent to the AFM probe tip again with a
fixed orientation of the robot system. Just as mentioned above,
the marker’s detection is also performed via AFM scanning.
For the scanning, the parallel robot system also should move
linearly, but the fixed orientation [θ X θ Y θ Z ]T should be
recorded. When the marker is detected by AFM, the
T
corresponding position of the robot system [ X i Yi Z i ] will
also be recorded. So for the i th (i=I, II or III) detection, the
transformation between robot frame and world frame, TWiR can
be expressed using [θ Xi θYi θ Zi

X i Yi

Zi ] .
T

The process of sending the same marker (for example
marker I) to AFM tip means that the same point is sent for
three times to the same point (AFM tip) in the world frame but
the robot orientations are different, which can be formulated
as below (i=1, 2 and 3).
PWAFM = PWiMkI = TWiR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMkI
Here we also reduce the dimension of vectors PWAFM and
PWMki to three dimensions via eliminating the last perspective
element. So for three markers detection, the equation above
can be rewritten as a three-dimensional equation,
PWMki − PWMkj = TWiR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMki − TWjR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMkj = [ 0]3×1 (2)

where i, j = I, II or III and i ำ j. So two independent
three-dimensional equations can be formulated, which also
can be rewritten as the form of six algebraic equations. TWiR is a
known matrix for each time marker detection, so in the six
algebraic equations there will be six unknown parameters
which come from the matrix TRS . In addition, the three
orientation parameters have been solved above, so in the
expanded equations (2), it will be found only three parameters
about the translation involved in equations. The redundant
equations can be solved via following the method, so the
translation vector tRS is solved too.
After the identification of matrix TRS , we can utilize any
marker detection data to calculate the translation vector tWA ,

which is the relative position of the AFM frame with respect to
the world frame. It has been discussed above that any marker
detection is performed based on the contact between the
marker AFM tip point. So for example, we can use the data
obtained during calibration of RRS to calculate the translation

picture of the substrate is shown in Fig. 5.
AFM cantilever
Parallel robot
AFM head

vector tWA , which can be formulated as below.
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ª¬tWA º¼ = ª¬ PWAFM º¼ = ª¬TWIR ⋅ TRS ⋅ PSMkI º¼
4×1
4×1
4×1
C. Algorithm
As mentioned above, during the first two steps of the
calibration, the problem of redundant equations is
encountered. In fact, it is the case that the number of the
nonlinear equations is more than the number of the unknown
parameters. So we have to find a set of solution to satisfy all
the equations involved in the implementation, which is an
optimization process. In addition, the equations generated
during the orientation identification are nonlinear equations
with cosine and sine operations. While a variety of methods
are used in nonlinear equations solving or optimization
implementation, in this research we employ a relatively
straightforward and frequently used method, Gauss-Newton
algorithm, to solve the nonlinear equations. The numerical
solution based on Gauss-Newton method can be utilized
directly in Matlab Optimization Toolbox.
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Fig. 4. The picture of experiment setup for the kinematics parameters
estimation experiment.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experiment setup
Fig. 4 shows the setup for the experiment of the kinematics
parameter estimation. The robot integrated in the micro-force
measurement system is a six degree-of-freedoms commercial
parallel robot (product series: SpaceFab 3000 BS, MICOS,
Germany), which can provide decades millimeters motion
range (50mm×12mm×100mm) and sub-micrometers
precision (0.2ȝm translation resolution and 0.0005o rotation
resolution) [19]. The AFM (product model: SMENA,
NT-MDT, Russia) employed in the micro-force measurement
system, a compact and portable facility [20], will work as a
force sensor in the future experiments, but during the period of
kinematics parameters estimation it will work as a position
sensor to detect the reference markers. In addition, a single
degree-of-freedom piezoelectric actuated stage (P-611.ZS, PI,
Germany) with nanometer level resolution [21] is fixed on the
end-platform of the parallel robot system via a rigid holder,
which provides high precision motion between the substrate
and the AFM tip during the preload process. The parallel
robot system and AFM system are fixed respectively on an
anti-vibration table, which can effectively reduce the
mechanical influence from the outside environment.
B. Standard substrate preparation
The substrate used in the experiment system is fabricated
from silicon. The substrate is glued on the glass plate which is
rigidly fixed on the end-platform of the piezoelectric stage. As
the important parameters, the nominal dimension of the square
hole is 3.6mm×0.8mm. The scanning electron microscope

0.8

Fig. 5. The SEM picture of the substrate used in the kinematics parameters
estimation experiment.

C. Experiments
The detection of reference markers is a critical step for the
system parameters estimation. In order to reduce the time
measurement, we choose to minimize the number of scanning
trajectories. In spite of scanning the corner using the AFM,
only several points on each edges of the rectangle are scanned.
So edges can be reconstructed and the identification of the
corner can be calculated through the interaction of two
adjacent edges. The edges of the square hole are relatively
convenient to be identified, which can be realized by two
curves scanning along the edge direction with a random
spacing. Fig. 6 shows the camera view of the AFM cantilever
and the edges to be scanned in the experiments.
Cantilever holder
Laser spot
AFM cantilever

Edge to be scanned

Z Axis
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Fig. 8. The measurement data and the edges identification result when the
orientation of the robot system is fixed to zero. (Red lines: scanning data;
blue lines: identified edges; black asterisks: identified corners)
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Before the curve scanning, an approaching motion will be
implemented by a coarse motion and a fine motion,
respectively. The parallel robot is utilized to make the
substrate to approach the AFM tip in a relatively large motion
range. After the substrate is very close to the AFM tip within
micrometer level, the motion of the parallel robot is stopped
and the piezoelectric stage is activated to continue to move the
substrate towards the AFM tip until 50% of the AFM signal
(about 2ȝm) is reached. After that, the scanning motion will be
implemented in which the robot will move along X or Y axis
respectively. The corresponding scanning curve is shown in
Fig. 7. The blue curves are generated by the AFM scanning
data, and red asterisk are the identified knee points which are
determined based on the yellow lines. So the edge can be
identified through the two knee points, which is shown in last
sub-plot in Fig. 7.

listed below, when the markers I, II and III contact the AFM
tip respectively.
T
PSMkI = [− 3.200 0.531 − 16.249]
T
PSMkII = [− 3.203 − 0.282 − 16.260]

Z Axis

Fig. 6. The camera view of the substrate to be scanned and the AFM
cantilever.
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Fig. 7. An example of the substrate edge identification through the scanning
curves. (Blue lines: scanning data; red asterisks: identified knee points; pink
line: identified edge)

The reference markers can be identified based on the results
of the edges identification. Fig. 8 and 9 show the
measurement curves, the identified edges and the identified
corners. It is worthy to be mentioned that the four identified
edges in the figures do not reflect the location of the physical
square hole. In fact, the coordinate values of the points on the
edges mean how the robot system needs to move when the
corresponding points contact the AFM tip. Fig.8 shows the
identification results when the orientation of the robot system
is fixed to zero. According to the measurement data, if the
markers I, II and III can contact the AFM tip respectively, the
relative motion of the robot system are shown below
T
PSMkI = [− 3.440 0.594 − 15.963]
T
PSMkII = [− 3.450 − 0.218 − 15.970]

PSMkIII = [0.162 − 0.248 − 15.960]
Fig. 9 shows the measurement data and identification
results, when the orientation of the robot system is set to 0.5o,
-0.5o and 0.5o respectively. The motion of robot system is
T
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Fig. 9. The measurement data and the edges identification result when the
orientation of the robot system is fixed to 0.5o, -0.5o and 0.5o respectively.
(Red lines: scanning data; blue lines: identified edges; black asterisks:
identified corners)

According to the strategy mentioned in section II and the
measurement data above, the kinematics parameters can be
estimated as below.
1.639º
ª 1.000 0.009 − 0.003
»
«
S
S
ªR
t R º «− 0.009 1.000 − 0.001 29.960»
TRS = « R
»=«
0.003 0.001
1.000 − 3.755»
¬01×3 1 ¼
»
«
0
0
1
¼
¬ 0

tWA = [0.009 30.126 − 19.714]
In order to validate the estimation results, one more
experiment is carried out, in which the orientation of the robot
system is set to 0.4o -0.4o and 0.4o. The markers identification
scanning experiment was repeated, whose results are shown in
Fig. 10 (blue lines indicate the identified edges). On the other
hand, based on the estimated parameters and the established
model, the location of the marker points of the substrate also
can be calculated, which is also shown in Fig.10 (red lines
indicate the calculated edges). It can be seen the experiment
T

result and the calculation result match very well, in which the
maximum error is maintained within the micrometer level.
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Fig. 10. The measurement data and the edges identification result when the
orientation of the robot system is fixed to 0.4o, -0.4o and 0.4o respectively.
(Blue lines: identified edges based on experiments; red lines: identified edges
based on parameters estimation)

[10]

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

[11]

With the lack of effective experimental equipments,
research on interaction and adhesion forces between planar
micro-objects has been limited only to theoretical
formulations or simulation. In this paper, an AFM/robot
integrated system is introduced for micro-force measurement
of plane/plane contact. As a necessary step, kinematics
parameters estimation becomes a critical issue, which is
focused and presented in this paper. A substrate with standard
markers is employed as the pattern reference in the whole
parameters estimation process, which utilizes the knowledge
from the classical hand/eye calibration in robotics. Via a series
of markers detection by AFM, the kinematics relationship
involved in micro-force measurement system can be identified.
Finally, the proposed parameters estimation method is
validated through the experiments, which can be extended as a
generic method to other AFM-based applications.
The proposed NANOROL system as an open research
platform for the micro-force measurement is especially
suitable for relatively complicated plane/plane contact study,
which is the goal of the project. In the near future, a series of
micro-force measurement of plane/plane contact, such as
adhesion force, friction force and interaction force will be
implemented on this system.
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